J T is unfortunate that more accurate observations of the electrical phenomena accompanying auroral displays cannot be made upon the telegraph wires of this country. The truth is, public business cannot be made to suffer for scientific investigation, and at such moments the di_ sturbance of the wires makes it more than ever imperative that delays should not occur. The whole efforts of the staff arc directed to maintain the communications intact, hence the obse.rvations made on February 4 are not very numerous, though they are sufficiently interesting to deserve record.
At Portsmouth twenty-six observations were made of the direction and strength of the earth-currents on a wire extend ing. from Portsmouth to London, vi//, the London and South-We,tern Railway-a length of 74 miles, giving a resistance of 995 ohms. These were as follows :-- P means Positive from London to Portsmouth. The officer who made these observations writes :-" Strong deflections arising from earth currents were observed on all circuits e1<cept the local ones. The duration of the currents changed from north to south at intervals of a few minutes, and varied in strength from 1° to 68°. The strength of the current was proportionate to the length of the wire. Thus Chichester circuit (a short one) was affected less than the Guildford, and the latter less than the London circuits. The working was maintained to London with comparative ease by looping two circuits together at each end." The latter method is that usually adopted to overcome the disturbance due to earth currents, but of course it is only applicable in places where there are two wires or more.
Another officer at the Waterloo Station, London, ob-s~rve.d the d~flections gradually appear on every needle circmt, of which many concentrate at that station. They commenced about 2 P.M., and from that period to 8 P.l\1. they had all alike been more or less disturbed. It was noticed that the needles moved over gradually, not by a continuous motion, but by jerks, resembling that of the minute hand of a large clock. This has, however been proved to be due to the friction of the pivots, and ~1ot to any pulsations in the currents.
The currents were always most apparent, a nd first 110 • ticeable on the longest lines, and as the len,,ths of the circuits terminating at Waterloo are very va:iable this gradual appearance was very interesting. Lines ru~ninrr south-west and west appear to have been most affected. <:> All the wires in the Channel Islands were also very much disturbed. In fact Jersey was broken down to E~gland for three hours, owi~g to the fact of there only bemg one cable. The sect10n most affected was that between England and Guernsey. It was ·also noted that the wires in France were very much influenced.
The records from abroad show that, as in previous t ases of storms of this character, the effect has been simultan mus all over the globe. The French Atlantic cable was seriously affected; the strength of the c;urrent was at one time equal to 9'.J Dan:ell cells. It was at times impossible to read even . with condensers in circuit. The American lines were also disturbed in the East, West, and North, but not in the South;
It is much to be regretted that simultaneous observations cannot be made in various parts of the globe, detailing, in comprehensib'.e units of measurement, the direction and strength of these currents, as well as the exact time of their appearance and disappearance. We might then arrive at some knowledge of their cause.
Southampton, Feb. 24 W. H. PREECE
THE DARMSTADT POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL
THE following epitome of the programme of the "Grand Ducal Hessian Polytechnic School of Darmstadt" may interest the readers of NATURE as a forther illustration of the facilities offered in Germany for technical training of the highest and most practical kind.
The object of the school is stated to be a thorough scientific, as well as artistic, education, for all technical pursuits, assisted by appropriate practical exercises. The institution affords special facilities for the education of architects, engineers, mechanical and chemical technicists, manufacturers, craftsmen, and· agriculturists. The institution is divided into the following sections :-(1) the Lower School ; (2) the School of Architecture ; (3) of Engineering; (4) of Machinery ; (5) of Technical Chemistry ; and (6) of Agriculture. . The Lowe~ School aims_at giving a general instruction m mathematics, natural science, and design, as a foundation for the special pursuits taken up afterwards. For admission into the school it is necessary that the student shall be sixteen years of age, and have received such an education as would be afforded by the highest class of a " Realschule," or the third course of a " Gymnasium," with the exception of the dead languages. This implies a knowledge of algeb~ as far as equations of the second order, an acquaintance with logarithms, with plain geometry, and the elements of solid geometry, practice in German style, a knowledge of the outlines of history, and some practice in linear and free•hand drawing.
Examinations are held in the lower school at the end of each half-year, in the other divisions at the end of each year; a diploma is only given if the student gives satisfactory evidence of having completely mastered one of the branches of technical study in which special instruc-
